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Brush and dry your 
teeth with some 
tissue paper.

02
Push the aligners 
firmly into position.

03
Switch on or 
activate the 
front-facing 
camera or selfie 
mode in your 
phone.

04
Position the camera 
parallel to your face 
with the camera at 
the same level as 
your eyes until the 
teeth are in view.

Smile naturally and 
broadly to display 
your teeth. Click snap 
and upload photo.

Front smiling is your facial photo when your 
teeth are biting together and with your 
widest smile.

WHAT IS IT?

FRONT SMILING

SmileMinder does not store your personal information!
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01
Brush and dry your 
teeth with some 
tissue paper.

02
Push the aligners 
firmly into position.

03
Switch on or 
activate the 
front-facing camera 
or selfie mode in 
your phone.

Position the camera 
parallel to your face 
with the camera at 
the same level as
your eyes until the 
teeth are in view.

04
Wear the retractor 
correctly. Bite down 
so that your upper 
and lower teeth are 
touching each other.

Click snap and 
upload photo.

Normal bite with the cheek retractor in places.

WHAT IS IT?

BITING WITH 
RETRACTOR

SmileMinder does not store your personal information!
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01
Brush and dry your 
teeth with some 
tissue paper.

02
Push the aligners 
firmly into position.

03
Switch on or 
activate the 
front-facing camera 
or selfie mode in 
your phone.

Position the camera 
parallel to your face 
with the camera at 
the same level as
your eyes until the 
teeth are in view.

04
Slightly open your 
mouth to ensure 
upper and lower
arch are visible whilst
the cheek retractor is 
in place.

Click snap and 
upload photo.

Mouth open with teeth apart and the cheek
retractor in place.

WHAT IS IT?

OPEN WITH 
RETRACTOR

SmileMinder does not store your personal information!


